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Introduction
What is a Collateral Swap?
Borrower (Bank) replaces 
low quality assets with high 
quality assets.

The deal is over-
collateralised to provide 
protection to the insurer. A
deal will typically have 
daily re-balancing. A tri-
party agent may be used.

Bank pays insurer a spread 
over LIBOR for the benefit 
of using the liquid assets.

At the end of the contract –
the low  quality assets are 
returned to the bank and 
the high quality are 
returned to the insurer.
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Introduction
Why are they traded?

Bank Perspective
• Commercial

– Cheaper funding
– Improved liquidity position

> Access to Central Bank funding

– Relationship with insurer
• Regulatory

– Liquidity Metric Improvement

Insurer Perspective
• Commercial

– Yield enhancement
> Provided credit enhancements make losses sufficiently remote.

– Relationship with bank
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Regulation
PRA / FCA INSUPRU

Assets lent must be admissible
Counterparty must be of good standing. For example 
an approved  counterparty or registered with the SEC 

as a broker-dealer or authorised to deal in OTC 
derivatives by one of the federal US regulators.

Collateral must be adequate and sufficiently 
immediate.

Adequate means the collateral is:

a) transferred to the lender.
b) is at least equal to the value of the stock lent (and 

continues to be so).
c) is of adequate quality.

Sufficiently immediate means the collateral is 
transferred (at least) by close of business on the day 

of the transfer.
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Regulation
FSA (PRA) Guidance

Annex Section Description

A2. Scope Material difference in quality (e.g. credit, liquidity) of assets exchanged.
Irrespective of legal form.
Long term transactions (≥ 1 Year inc. Rolling)

A3. Risks See later slide…

A4. Notification to FSA Notify if poses any of the identified risks. e.g.
- Inter-Group Transaction
- Collateral = Own (Issued) Securities
- Capital held below that on a comparable asset.

A5. Guidance Specific to Insurers See later slide…

A6. Guidance Start Date 31 March 2012
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Regulation
FSA (PRA) Guidance - Risks

Borrower
(Receives High Quality Assets)

Lender 
(Receives Low Quality Assets)

Differences
Asset Encumbrance Collateral

In Common
Liquidity Liquidity

Operational Risk Operational Risk
Inter-Group Inter-Group

Scale / Concentration Scale / Concentration
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Regulation
FSA (PRA) Guidance - Risks - Collateral (Lender)

Wrong way risk is highlighted.

“Evidence of reliance on the 
counterpartys valuation … or 

undue reliance on outsourcing 
could be grounds for finding a 

serious failure of … risk 
management systems and 

controls.”

Highly prudent valuation of collateral 
should be assumed on default.Due diligence before transaction execution to ensure 

collateral retention is a viable strategy.
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Regulation
EIOPA - Technical Standard – 21st December 2012

Repo-lender (the insurer in the case of a 
collateral upgrade) needs to take into 

account the (quantifiable) risks associated 
with the lent assets.

• Right to  liquidate or  retain the  
collateral in a timely  manner  - in event 
of default.

• Collateral of:
• Sufficient credit quality
• Sufficient liquidity
• Sufficient stability in value
or
• Guaranteed by a counterparty 

with spread risk factor of 0% (e.g. 
government)

• No material  “wrong-way risk”
• Collateral are not securities issued by a 

entity related to the counterparty.
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Regulation
FSB - Securities Lending and Repos – 29th August 2013

Transparency

• More data available to the supervisors.
• More disclosure to the public.

• Reporting requirements from fund managers to end 
investors.

Regulation

• Non-bank security lenders to implement minimum 
standards for cash collateral reinvestment.

• Re-hypothecation of client assets to follow principles and 
harmonisation of client asset rules.

• Minimum standards for  collateral valuation and 
management.

Market Structure

• Consider CCP for inter-dealer repo markets.
• Changes to bankruptcy laws in relation to automatic stay.

Policy 
recommendations from 

the FSB to national 
regulators.

Currently in 2nd

consultation. QIS-2 due
in Q42013
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Regulation
FSB - Detailed Recommendations
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Collateral Swap Valuation
Default Process – Good Scenario

T=0 Contract End

Hopefully this default 
threshold is never 

reached.

We get our cash back and 
return the collateral if no 

default.

Each cash-flow (e.g. 
LIBOR + X%) needs to be 

discounted back to t=0.

Counterparty
Default Process
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Collateral Swap Valuation
Default Process – Bad Scenario

T=0 Sale TimeDefault Time

Liquidation
Period

When default 
happens the cash 
is gone and we are 

left with the 
collateral.

We need to model 
the liquidation 

period collateral 
will take time to 

sell off.

Longer  to sell 
means more 

uncertainty over 
the realised value.

We  may well get 
less than the value 

of lost cash.We may well be locked in for 
the duration.
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Collateral Swap Valuation
Assumptions - 1

T=0 Sale TimeDefault Time

Liquidation
Period

D
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Allow for 
intermediaries

The decision to 
sell or hold to 
maturity is an 

assumption too.
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T=0 Default Time

Collateral Swap Valuation
Assumptions - 2

Intermediaries 
standing between the 

insurer and the 
counterparty need to 

be modelled.

Both counterparties 
default processes 

and – very 
importantly – their 

downside tail 
correlation need to 

be modelled.

Protection may be 
impaired in contagion 

event.

Inter-temporal
Dependence
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Collateral Swap Valuation
Assumptions - 3

T=0 Sale TimeDefault Time

Liquidation
Period

Volatility of the 
default process 

may well change 
after T=0.
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Collateral Swap Valuation
Assumptions - 4

T=0 Sale TimeDefault Time

Liquidation
Period

Degree of over-
collateralisation at default.
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Senior 
Liabilities

Best Estimate

Excess
Own Funds

Other Assets

Cash

SCR

Senior 
Liabilities

Best Estimate

SCR

Excess
Own Funds

Other Assets

Cash

Economic (Solvency II) Balance Sheet
Effect of Collateral Swap – Best Estimate

We account for the expected 
loss on counterparty default by 

increasing the best estimate 
liability.

The Risk margin is not explicitly 
shown in this example. As the 

SCR for the RU doesn’t include 
financial counterparty risk – so 

we shouldn’t see uplift.

We need to be aware there is 
no diversification benefit here.

Buy Collateral Swap
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Use Test
Key Uses of the Securities Financing Model

Risk Management System

– Aviva Securities Finance Standard (risk policy governance framework)

– Management action trigger points

– Risk mitigation plan

– Identify levels of

• Counterparty Risk

• Liquidity Risk

Monitoring / Reporting

– Earnings KPI

– Capital Metrics

– Risk Oversight

– Regulatory Compliance

Define acceptable terms and conditions for securities financing:

– Eligible collateral (i.e. acceptable CSA)

– Margins / haircuts

– Risk limits
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Use Test
Setting Capacity Limits

Aviva  will  typically allocate a budget to each 
counterparty to start with – assuming 20 

counterparties this would be 5% of the total amount of  
securities lending Aviva is prepared to undertake (cited 

in terms of accepted collateral)

Capacity is haircut according to what Aviva 
lends and what is accepted as collateral. 
Multipliers are calculated (using Aviva’s 

securities-lending framework so they can be 
used in the  asset management business

easily/

A further haircut is made – e.g. 5% -
to allow for over-collateralisation –

this yields the final capacity limit for a 
particular counterparty.
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Use Test
Setting the Margin

Several risk 
considerations in 

determining a 
suitable margin.

These may be overshadowed by the degree of competition for the trade. Insurers in a 
strong position push for higher margin. Alternative collateral swap buyers could drive down 

the price  (e.g. central bank cheap liquidity such as LTRO).
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Questions?
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